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VOLUME 1 

 

 

1.  BA Cover - VOLUME 1 
GOGA will furnish new photograph. Aspiration is for one that is iconic, with 
people, of a site in the planning area. GOGA [BA] will provide photo. 

Edit #1 and 10, photos: BA will 
send them (by end of month – 
due 6/28). 
 
Then Jim  

 

2.  BA 0 - Continue to hold space for a 1-2 page letter from the Superintendent on 
GOGA letterhead. GOGA [BA] will provide letter. 

Jim 
Leave a page or two in the 
document. Due 6/28, if 
possible. Could be in draft 
form until after WASO 
review. 

 

3.  BA Abstract - ABSTRACT 
25-36: Delete these 2 paragraphs. They make the abstract too long and add 
little. 

Wanda  

4.  BA Abstract 56 Do we need to identify which alternative is the “environmentally preferred”? No change (TG checked 
DO12 and confirmed with 
Paul W.) 

 

5.  BA Abstract 57 Revise: “The potential impacts of implementing the various alternatives were 
analyzed in six broad topic areas…” 

Wanda 
Highlights mean that we 
should change the text to 
the highlighted text. 

 

6.  BA Abstr. 2 1 Final… Wanda  
7.  SP Abstr. 2 3&4 If customary, please capitalize Record of Decision Wanda  
8.  BA Abstr. 2 4 To clarify, add: “…Regional Director upon the recommendation of the General 

Superintendent of Golden Gate National Recreation Area. 
Wanda  

9.  DAH Abstract 
p. 2 

7-9 The language in the abstract differs from the language on p. S-xix, lines 73-76. 
I recommend these be consistent and use the language on p. xix that states 
that ‘many’ vs. ‘all’ of the actions will require additional study and 
implementation planning. 

Wanda  
(let us know if this doesn’t 
make sense) 

 

10.  BA Inside 
Cover 

- GOGA will supply photograph for this page. Jim 
Note – this is the page after 
the abstract. There used to 
be a photo in DGMP, and it 
disappeared in this version. 
Please use that image again- 
GG Bridge with cables. 
Nope, it turns out that we 
used that image as chapter 
divider for “appendixes”  
Park to provide new image. 

 

11.  BA Inside 
Cover 

- Does this GMP get an official document number? (Is it already on the inside 
back cover?) 

Jim  

12.  BA S-i 3 SUMMARY 
Add reference to Muir Woods: “…plan for Golden Gate National Recreation 
Area and Muir Woods National Monument was completed…” 

Wanda  

13.  NH S-ii 51 Delete “the Main Post” 
Correct name is “Sutro Heights Historic District” 
Delete “(Cavallo Point)”. The Fort Baker Plan covers more than just this 
partner’s area. 

Wanda  
Global Check for Sutro: May 
need to find/replace other 
instances. 

 

14.  NH S-iv 27 Insert redwood: “are the old-growth redwood forest and their associated…” Wanda  
15.  NH/BA/DA

H 
S-v  6: delete stray hyphen 

7: New first sentence for the paragraph: “Boundary Adjustments: Proposed 
adjustments are in San Mateo County. They consist of approximately 330 
acres of undeveloped parcels, the 710-acre McNee Ranch (part of Montara 
State Beach), and ¼ mile strip from the mean high tide line of land already 
within the park boundary.” 
39: Add a comma after Mt. Tam State Park 
84: Re trails, change creation to “improvement” 

Wanda 
 

 

16.  BA/DAH/K
C 

Various - Substitute “Nearshore” for “Offshore” throughout document, including 
wherever headers say “Offshore Ocean and Bay Environment”; change to 
“Nearshore Ocean and Bay…” Use other language when we are referring to 
the boundary which extends ¼ mi. from shore, or from the coastline or 
mainland. 
Suggest adding definition of ‘Nearshore’ to the glossary. 
This does not require changes to zoning maps! 

Don 
 
Decisions: 
-check it out case-by-case, it 
might be better to say “¼ 
mile from shore” or 
“nearshore.” In general, 
don’t use “offshore”, use 
“nearshore.” Most 
important to get it right in 
vol I, no change in vol II. 
 
-don’t put nearshore in 
glossary, it is probably self-
evident. 

DONE 

17.  DAH S-v 66 Plural: “protected areas” Wanda  
18.  AsF S-v 72 Change to “…..one of the fourth largest collections in the national park 

system…” This needs to be tracked & changed throughout doc (re: Vol I: 
97:2). This statement is less definitive and more realistic. 

Wanda 
Global check 
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19.  NH S-vi - 25: Marin heading should be same format as SF and SM: “Park Lands in Marin 
County:” 
45: Change coastal shrubs to “coastal scrub” (singular) 

Wanda  

20.  BA/NH S-viii - 23: Change first part of bullet; piecemeal to “unsystematic” 
Delete “buildings and”. ‘Structures’ is the inclusive term. 
81: Remove periods at the end of the headings, like “Visitor Experience.” 

Wanda  

21.  DAH S-ix 10-
11 

Should there be a comma between rehabilitation and stabilization? 
Is the word ‘and’ in the wrong place on line 10? 

WandaWanda  

22.  NH S-x - 14: Change end of last sentence to read – “…Lands End, in collaboration with 
other land managers and incorporating measures to address sustainability 
and climate change...” 
69: Change coastal communities to “the Coastside area south of Devil’s Slide.” 

  

23.  BA S-xvi - 45: Missing “the Marin Headlands” 
84: Change park staff to “the park…” Consider doing this in other places 
where we use the terms park staff and park managers. 

Wanda 
 
Discussion with park: 
GOGA gave us the changes 
to “the park” phrasing ones 
that seemed most 
important. There are some 
places that are repetitive 
with several sentances 
starting with “park 
managers, “park staff, “the 
park. “ GOGA tried to 
reduce this here with 
comment #23. The park” 
makes it more high-level 
and official.  

 

24.  BA/AsF S-xvii - 55: Start sentence with “On the island, visitors would…” 
63: Delete “evaluator” excavations. [Also on p. 225, line 33.] 

Wanda  

25.  BA/NH S-xvii - 86: Please add short reference to user capacity on Alcatraz, as we do for Muir 
Woods (on next page). 
“In addition, a comprehensive user capacity strategy would help the park 
monitor and adaptively manage crowding and impacts to cultural and natural 
resources.” 
91: Change, “…present the monument as a contemplative outdoor museum 
setting for visitors to discover the primeval redwood forest and the 
monument’s place in the early U.S. conservation movement—within minutes 
of San Francisco.” 

Wanda 
 
Susan to confirm 
Then Wanda to complete 
 
Instructions: Yes, all changes 
have been confirmed and 
can be made- were not 
made by Susan 

 

26.  BA/ASF S-xviii 72 Delete this bullet: “Management of sensitive coastal…removal of contributing 
historical archeological resources”. This overstates the impact of possibly 
removing old plumbing fixtures dumped over the side of Alcatraz. 

Wanda  

27.  NH S-xiv 8 Put “wilding” in quotes. Wanda  
28.  BA/SP/NH S-xix - 13: Missing period. 

43: Please have editor review the grammatical correctness of “lesser”. The 
idea is that future projects could be fewer or smaller in scope. Change if 
editor advises. 
62: Capitalize Record of Decision? 

Wanda  

29.  BA S-xix 58 Please add NEXT STEPS header or something similar to separate from COSTS 
section. 

Wanda 
“Next Steps” 

 

30.  NH I-vi - TOC 
Set off “— The Preferred Alternative” with an EM dash. Same on TOC pages I-
x (Alcatraz) and I-xi (Muir Woods). 

Wanda  

31.  BA I-vii - The headings for the SFPUC are incorrectly formatted in the body of the 
document, resulting in incorrect format in the TOC. “Offshore [Nearshore] 
Ocean Environment” is not a subheading to SFPUC. See same for Alt 2 
(bottom of page). Alt 3 looks correct. 

Wanda  

32.  BA I-ix and x - Some of the headings for ALCATRAZ are also incorrectly formatted in the 
body of the document, resulting in incorrect format in the TOC for ALL 4 
alternatives. The “ARRIVAL AREA” and “MAIN PRISON AREA” are not 
subheadings to “FERRY EMBARKATION”. They are same level headings. 

Wanda  

33.  BA I-xii - Add “— Preferred Alternative” to maps 5, 6, 7, 15, and 21. ` Jim  
34.  BA I-xvi - Pluralize Consultants Wanda  
35.  NH 3 12 PART 1: BACKGROUND 

Change This to “That plan…” 
Wanda  

36.  NH 3 32 Change tourist to visitor destination. Wanda  
37.  NH 3 47 Insert “Lands End” between Cliff House and Fort Baker. Wanda  
38.  NH 3 55 Insert: “These lands are also coastal preserves…” Wanda  
39.  BA/NH 4 - 22: Add “...yet to be fully accomplished…” 

85: Change an already mature to “a maturing national park…” 
Wanda  

40.  BA 5 30 Please review use of commas and semicolons. Change interested parties to 
“interested organizations.” 

Wanda  

41.  BA/JC 6 - 21: Fix formatting of orphan. 
29: Insert new paragraph below. 
“The GMP/EIS provides recommendations regarding the use of many park 
facilities; however, future decisions about the specific use of individual 
facilities will be based on a number of criteria and opportunities for 
maximizing the life and value of these important public resources. Facilities 
could serve a variety of uses over the twenty year life of the GMP consistent 

Wanda  
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with the surrounding management zoning and NPS policy.” 
42.  NH 9 - 58: Add to SFPUC bullet: “…easements administered by the park” 

71-74: Combine first 3 bullets – “Presidio of San Francisco, including Crissy 
Field, Baker Beach, and Lobos Creek Valley.” 

Wanda  

43.  NH/BA/DA
H 

10 - 16: Change to “Ongoing planning and implementation efforts include:” 
26: Fix – Marin Equestrian Stables Plan / Environmental Assessment” 
28: Fix – Headlands project is also an “/ Environmental Assessment” 
33 and 35: Delete the last 2 bullets. (Doyle Dr. is not an NPS plan and PORE 
GMP has already been cited.) 

Wanda 
Global check on plan name 
changes (26/28).  

 

44.  BA 11 - Map 1 – Should this map show the coastline of San Mateo County to Pillar 
Point as part of the GMP Planning Area? The boundary is good. I could live 
with this as is. 

Craig gave us the planning 
area layer (on 3/29). Can he 
make the change and 
resend? Craig will resend. – 
Park to come back to this 
question. 
 
Jim 
  

 

45.  MG/BA/N
H 

14 - Add to the last paragraph about themes. 
“For the purposes of the GMP, the interpretive themes on the following 
pages relate directly to each individual significance statement. The park 
Interpretation and Education division has further refined the themes to 
reflect the dynamic resources, powerful stories and overarching meaning of 
the park. These can be found in the park's Long Range Interpretive Plan.” 

Wanda  

46.  BA 15 - On advice of our accessibility reviewer, please increase the contrast between 
the citation and the background photo. 

Jim  

47.  NH 22 - Please change title to “Coast Miwok and Ohlone People” [It’s more 
respectful.] 

Wanda 
Global check 

 

48.  NH 24 - Add to significance: “…last remnant old-growth redwood forest…” Wanda  
49.  BA 25 82 This shouldn’t be a separate bullet. Continues from previous. Wanda  
50.  BA 27 - Figure 1: Please make vertical hatching tighter. Add labels for the two major 

lakes in the easements: “San Andrea Lake” to north; “Crystal Springs 
Reservoir” to south. 

Jim  

51.  NH/BA/DA
H 

28 - 8: Add, “…San Francisco counties west of the Golden Gate.” 
58: Delete: “lighthouse in San Francisco.” 

Wanda  

52.  NH 29 7 Fix: “…mailing list and by park partners…” Wanda  
53.  BA/DAH/K

C 
Various - Substitute “Nearshore” for “Offshore” throughout document, including 

wherever headers say “Offshore Ocean and Bay Environment”; change to 
“Nearshore Ocean and Bay…” 
Use other language when we are referring to the boundary which extends ¼ 
mi. from shore, or from the coastline, mainland, or mean high tide line. 
Suggest adding definition of ‘Nearshore’ to the glossary. This does not require 
changes to zoning maps! 

Don DONE 

54.  DAH 30 56 Make singular: “confounds” to “confound” Wanda 
This should be changed to 
“compound” 

 

55.  AsF 31 83 No longer 15 storage facilities. Change to “numerous”. Wanda  
56.  AsF 31 86 Change to: “Of the four largest…One of the largest storage areas is in a 

building managed by the Presidio Trust with no lease agreement in place. The 
facility that housed the park archeology lab was removed in 2010 to make 
way for the Presidio Parkway project. The park…” 

Wanda  

57.  AsF 31 99 Add sentence on line 99 after “…museum collections. The park has been 
working to consolidate collections and improve existing conditions where 
possible.“ 

Wanda  

58.  NH 32 31 Change: “Climate change may have has begun to affect…” Wanda  
59.  BA 38 - Figure 2. Even though neither DSC nor GOGA created this map, adding labels 

for two major sites, “Fort Point NHS” and “Crissy Field”, will help 
communicate what NPS manages. 

Jim  

60.  AsF/BA 39 - Please add dates for NPS projects on 39 and 40. Not for anything after p. 40/ 
line 67. See appendix B. 

Susan 
 

DONE 

61.  DAH 39 85-
88 

Delete: Lower Redwood Creek Interim Flood Reduction. Superseded by the 
Wetland and Creek Restoration at Big Lagoon listed on p. 40. 

Wanda 
Also please check 
elsewhere. 

 

62.  JC 40 35 Insert NatureBridge for clarity: “Headlands Institute (NatureBridge) Campus 
Improvement and Expansion Plan / Environmental Assessment” 

Wanda 
Also please check 
elsewhere. 

 

63.  BA 42 44 Cite the act of March 27, 1978 as the “National Parks & Recreation Act” since 
that’s the way we cite it in the abstract (line 17). I find it hard to keep these 
straight! 
I also request we include Abstract lines 16-23 as a new paragraph after line 
86. This explains policy for the GMP. 

Don - National Parks and 
Recreation Act of 1978. 
 
Wanda (abstract change) 

Both 
items 
DONE 

64.  BA 43 x Is there a new policy about IMPAIRMENT to be cited? Don says: no change 
needed. 

 

65.  DAH 45 - PART 2: BUILDING THE MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES 
The title sounds like this is how we are going to treat buildings in the park. 
Make it “Building The Management Alternatives”. Also requires changing the 
TOC and header. 
 
Please replace photograph. GOGA [BA] to provide NPS photo: Ranger with 

Wanda 
 
 
Jim 
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school group. 
66.  BA 48 35 Replace the last sentence with: “Detailed descriptions of the eight 

management zones follows.” 
Wanda 
Follows or follow? 

 

67.  NH 49 39 Delete “…park and the people is…” Wanda  
68.  NH 54 35 Change from mandates to “includes” Wanda  
69.  BA 55 82 This needs to be updated. Replace “the alternatives analyzed” with “the draft 

preferred alternative.” Also, extend second sentence “…finalizing the 
GMP/EIS; see part 12 of this document.” 

Wanda 
 

 

70.  NH 57 
(ZONES) 

- Diverse Opps zone summary: 
Revise 1st sentence: “… support a wide variety of opportunities appropriate to 
the setting. Significant…” Revise 3rd sentence: “People Visitors would…” 
Natural Resources – Interpretive Corridor Zone: 
Add this as a second paragraph which is copied from Natural Zone. “Rare and 
exceptional natural resources, processes, systems, and values would be 
preserved and enhanced.” 
Park Ops zone summary: 
1st sentence remove stray comma after “facilities,” 

Wanda 
 

 

71.  DAH 60 - T&E: 
Sensitive Resource Zone and Natural Zone– should have the identical 
language for the Threatened and Endangered Species and their Habitat 
Resource topic. 

Wanda 
Copy natural zone 
description and paste into 
the sensitive resources 
description. 

 

72.  DAH 63 - Types of Activities: 
Diverse/Scenic/Evolved/ Natural Zones– clarify that allowable fishing is 
“recreational”. Substitute “recreational fishing” wherever “fishing” is used 
throughout the document, as appropriate. 
Interpretive corridor – end second bullet with science “themes” 
Sensitive Resource Zone– change “citizen science” to “participatory science”. 
Search entire document for ‘citizen science’ and replace throughout. 
Park Operations Zone – make second paragraph a bullet 

Don 
(Background: They are in a 
lawsuit in Marin – herring 
commercial fishing). Frank 
and Daphne agreed that 
recreational fishing is the 
best wording to use (don’t 
use non-commercial 
fishing).) 
 
Decision: 
Just pay attention to fishing 
in vol I. Put in “recreational” 
fishing wherever it shows 
up, except in the zones table 
since the lead in to the 
bullets includes “the 
following recreational 
activities..”. 

 

73.  DAH 64 - Natural Sounds: 
Sensitive Resource Zone – line 9. Change “Noise disturbance of wildlife…” to 
“Noise disturbance to wildlife…” 

Wanda  

74.  BA/NH 64 - Interp/Ed/Orient: 
Interpretive Corridor Zone– Change park’s to “monument’s” in 1st paragraph. 
Delete last sentence about contained fires. (FD/KC) 
Scenic Views, Park Operations Zone: Insert sentence, “Operational facilities 
may be screened to minimize impacts on scenic views.” 

Wanda  

75.  NH/BA 65 - Skills, Risk, Time Required: Delete this entire row. [Not necessary or 
informative for managers. Richard Delao: Its generality could be problematic 
for accessibility planning.] 

Susan confirm with Kerri 
 
Then Wanda 

DONE 
confirme
d with 
Kerri, 
change 
made 

76.  BA 65 - User Levels/Diversity/Encounters: 
Diverse/Evolved/Historic/Interpretive/Natural/Sensitive zones– Add following 
to end of text “Refer to Chapter 7, User Capacity, for additional specific 
guidance.” (NOT Scenic or Park Ops zones.) 

Wanda  

77.  BA/ASF/N
H 

65 - Development and Management: 
Historic Immersion zone– revise last sentence to read, “…may include modern 
visitor support facilities compatible with the historic setting.” 
Interpretive Corridor Zone– delete end of paragraph beginning with “(eg...)”. 
This is redundant with later section on facilities. 
Interpretive corridor and Natural zones– delete “(e.g...)” section. This is 
redundant with later section on facilities. 

Wanda  

78.  BA 66 - Types of Facilities: 
Diverse Opps and Scenic Corridor zones, under Support bullet: change outlets 
to “facilities” 
Interpretive Corridor Zone– add fences, benches, and pedestrian bridges to 
list of “support facilities. 

Wanda  

79.  BA 69 - PART 3: ELEMENTS COMMON TO ALL 
Since we re-titled “Native American Engagement” to “American Indian 
Engagement”, the sections aren’t in alphabetical order. Change sequence if 
you can. 

Wanda  

80.  BA/DAH 70 - Check all headers this section. Not all pages have a header and some left 
hand pages say “Actions” other says “Elements”. 
19-21: Change, “The natural and cultural resources of the park would face 
pose a greater threat…” 

Wanda  
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81.  DAH 71 - 45: Heading should be “Nearshore Ocean Environment, San Mateo County” 
55: The acres will need to be recalculated when the map is revised. Let’s say 
2,000 acres. 
69-74: Fitzgerald Marine Reserve is already within GOGA’s legislative 
boundary and should be deleted from this description. The two state marine 
protected areas should be named. They are Montara State Marine Reserve, 
and the Egg (Devil’s Slide) Rock to Devil’s Slide Special Closure (which is NOT 
managed by BLM). Egg Rock itself is part of the California Coastal National 
Monument managed by BLM. 
81: Delete sentence referring to Maverick’s Surf Contest. “Each winter…” 

Don 
Use 2000 acres. 
 
Use “Egg Rock to Devil’s 
Slide Special Closure” not 
Egg (Devil’s Slide) Rock to 
Devil’s Slide Special Closure. 
 
We can send something 
back to Brian to look at.  

DONE (all 
4 items) 

82.  DAH 72 - 39: Change Acquisition to Inclusion. 
44-46: Change text to read “…the National Marine Sanctuaries Act, general 
NPS regulations, and the primary purposes identified in the California State 
Lands lease that the park retains over…” 
67: Change from “The trust” to “POST” 

Wanda  

83.  BA 74 13 Delete “(20-60 vehicles)”. [Predecisional. We have a parking demand study 
underway.] 

Wanda  

84.  NH 76 88 Delete the paragraph which begins on line 88 and ends next page, line 2. Not 
relevant here. 

Wanda  

85.  BA/NH 77 - 4: Start of paragraph: “Several other areas are…” 
14: Strike reference to specific park sites. (Phleger, Fitzgerald, Mori, Bolinas 
Lagoon) This should remain a broad statement modified by the sections that 
follow. 
19+: Please number or use bullets for the 4 Priority Conservation Areas. Note 
that the “Foothill Parcel” is not a Priority Conservation Area. I suggest you 
move this to the end, after Northeast Sweeney Ridge (p. 78, line 88) 
51: Add …enhance the continuity of…” 
76: Revise first sentence about the Foothill Parcel: “This parcel adjacent to 
Denniston Creek contains the site of…” Too much information for a sensitive 
cultural/ archeological site. 

Wanda  

86.  BA 78 - 1 and 14: Like Priority Conservation Areas, please use numbers or bullets to 
make it clear which areas are in this section. Revise line 14 to read: “The 
model output identifies five areas adjacent to the park…” 
46: Delete comma. “Currently undeveloped…” 
58: Delete comma. “Currently undeveloped…” 
69: Insert a new heading, “Other Potential Future Boundary Adjustments” 

Wanda  

87.  BA 79/Map 2 - Revise Map of Proposed Boundary Adjustments. GOGA [BA] to provide 
markup. 

1) Change “Offshore” labels to “¼ mile from shore” 
2) Revise SM Co. boundary adjustment to show gap where NPS doesn’t 

manage shore. 
3) Change graphics (add shoreline?) to make Fitzgerald clear. (Looks like 

land.) 
4) Make southern end of off-shore boundary adjustment same as 

northern end of Fitzgerald. Delete the narrow 320 Foot expansion. 
5) Correct label: “McNee Ranch State Park” 
6) Place additional labels for Highway 1 and 280 
7) Change legend label: “Proposed GMP Zones (if acquired)” 

2/4) Craig to provide, may 
be in AI file? 
4) The little tail will be 
removed from map 2. 
 
Jim 

 

88.  BA 79 - Confirmed that Montara Lighthouse is already within the park legislative 
boundary. 

No action needed.  

89.  BA 81/Map 3 - Revise Map of Potential Future Boundary Adjustments. GOGA [BA] to provide 
markup. 

1) Correct “Northeast Sweeney Ridge” label 
2) Add triangle and label for “Foothill Parcel” [See GOGA map.] 
3) Please add light gray to lands within the legislative boundary; similar 

to Map 2. [Not sure why we include topography on this map but not 
on Map 2. I can live with this.] 

Jim  

90.  NH 83-84 - Please review use of “will”, “are”, “can”, and “would”. See lines 41, 51, 57, 85. 
On page 84, lines 4, 8, 28, 37, 51, 53, 63. 

Wanda 
Tom will check in with this 
one 

 

91.  DAH 85 69-
76 

Add to 1st sentence: “Remove or relocate…discontinue or modify…” 
2nd sentence needs a qualifier as most areas are probably subject to changing 
environmental conditions. Add, “…in areas that are most likely to be subject 
to changing environmental conditions.” 

Wanda  

92.  NH/AsF 86  63: Add “…Marin Headlands, south of Bunker Road.” 
81: Change to clarify the interim period, “…many years in the future. In the 
interim, maintenance functions could be located in existing facilities such as 
the Fort Barry balloon hangar.” 
87 and next page: “Area A, the part of the Presidio for which the NPS is 
responsible.” Delete lines 1-2 on next page. Begin paragraph with “Reuse of 
the building…” 

Wanda  

93.  NH/BA 87 - 8: Delete “Presidio” buildings 
16: Change adjacent to “located near…” 
19: Change the new welcome center to “other facilities.” 
44: To correct error, replace sentence, “The estimated cost of these facilities 
is $1,830,000.” 
90: Add to end of last bullet, “…Pacifica, subject to an agreement with San 
Mateo County.” 

Wanda  

94.  NH 87 14 Please move the entire paragraph (lines 14-26) to below line 47 and give it a Wanda  
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new heading: Muir Woods Public Safety and Maintenance Facility. 
95.  NH/AsF/BA 88 - 4: Change place to “location” 

14: Change to “…would provide adequate space for most of the collection…” 
87: Delete sentence that begins “This section…”. Add last sentence to end of 
previous para. 

Wanda  

96.  BA/NH 89 - Table 2: Add colon after Presidio. Capitalize Centralized. 
Table 3: Correct/change Forts Barry to Forts Baker and Cronkhite... 

Wanda  

97.  JC 90 20 In place of partner assets, include “partner-assigned assets” Wanda  
98.  DAH/NH 91 30-

31 
Change sentence. I don’t think it is meant to say “Park lands, including 
Capehart Housing…” when the sentence refers to structures. Park lands aren’t 
structures. Start sentence with “Structures, including some Capehart housing 
units, sheds…” 

Wanda  

99.  DAH 94 - 14-26: Replace/ change text to read… 
“Golden Gate National Recreation Area manages miles of coastline and 
associated marine and estuarine resources inside San Francisco Bay and along 
the outer coast. The park’s legislative boundary extends ¼ mile from the 
mean high tide line in San Francisco and Marin counties. General NPS 
regulations apply to waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United States 
within the boundaries of the park, without regard to ownership of the 
submerged lands or the park’s jurisdictional status. In addition, a renewable 
lease through 2058 from the California State Lands Commission grants the 
NPS management authority over tidelands and submerged lands within the 
park boundary west of the Golden Gate Bridge. In certain areas, the park 
shares overlapping management authority with the Gulf of the Farallones and 
Monterey Bay national marine sanctuaries.” 
 
[For reference: [DO NOT INCLUDE IN GMP] 
NPS REFERENCE MANUAL 39-1: 
OCEAN AND COASTAL PARK JURISDICTION 
Unless otherwise provided, the general NPS regulations apply to the following 
areas within a park unit: waters subject to the jurisdiction of the United 
States within the boundaries of park units, including navigable waters and the 
areas within the ordinary reach of waters (up to the mean or ordinary high 
water mark), without regard to the ownership of the submerged lands or the 
park‘s jurisdictional status (36 C.F.R § 1.2(a)(3)) 
] 
 
57: Fix sentence to begin, “In 2006, The National Park Service…” 

Wanda  

100. AsF/NH 97 - 2: Change, “…represent the fourth one of the largest in the…” 
4: Change, “…200 years of the area’s history.” 

Wanda  

101. JC 99  Replace entire PARTNERSHIP section. 
When people experience Golden Gate National Recreation Area through 
participation in either a park or park partner program, they make an 
emotional connection to the park. This connection often results in an 
appreciation and support for the public lands and resources. Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area has effectively established and maintained an array 
of partnerships that have increased the number and variety of channels 
through which a diverse community can experience the park. These 
partnerships not only strengthen public ties to the national park system and 
help fulfill the park’s mission and goals, but they also enhance Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area’s overall financial sustainability. Park partners fund 
and manage programs and services for new segments of the visiting public 
and they contribute significantly to the preservation of historic NPS facilities 
from which programs are provided. In some cases, partnerships are a source 
of direct revenue to the park as well. 
 
For all these reasons, Golden Gate National Recreation Area works to 
facilitate and maintain partnership opportunities by incorporating partnership 
development into every aspect of the organization. This includes specifically 
recruiting and training for partnering skills, organizing staff in a way that 
facilitates partnerships, and seeking partners in the search for solutions to 
park issues. Park management is continuously evolving the partnership 
concept and exploring partnership practices from around the globe to gather 
innovative ideas and best practices. The park aspires to maintain its role as a 
learning laboratory in developing programmatically diverse, powerful and 
successful partnerships in a national park setting. It will embrace and 
promote partnership development with the following guiding principles: 
 
Identify Partnership Opportunities 
Partnership solutions will be actively considered when undertaking park 
management issues. The decision to establish a specific partnership will be 
guided by a defined need related to the park’s mission, purpose and/or 
strategic goals, and under circumstances in which the need may be best 
fulfilled or significantly strengthened with a park partner. The park will seek 
partners most qualified and capable of meeting the specific objectives at 
hand. 
 
Be Innovative in Crafting Partnerships 
The park is committed to a broad partnership vision and culture that includes 
taking reasonable risks in partnerships within the parameters of policy as well 

Wanda 
And please copyedit this big 
new chunk of text. 
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as a willingness to share control in realizing the vision for the park. 
 
Develop Win-Win Partnerships 
All parties to a partnership need to have a clear understanding of mutual 
benefits. With this in mind, the park will continue to select and maintain 
partnerships in which the objectives are directly linked to a partner’s 
organizational mission and goals. The park will strive to share resources, 
benefits, and recognition of successes of partnerships. 
 
Share the Vision 
The park and its partners will jointly develop and continually refine a shared 
vision of the work to be accomplished, in order to ensure joint ownership and 
buy-in of the objectives. The shared vision will encompass both the broad 
body of work and individual projects or initiatives undertaken. The park will 
foster a partnership culture of full engagement that leads to collective 
enthusiasm and clear results. 
 
Maintain Clear Expectations 
Partnerships will include formal written agreements and work plans that 
define mutual interests and expectations, roles and responsibilities for the 
park and partner, and clear accountability for the work to be performed. 
 
Actively Manage Partnerships 
The park will invest time and resources in its partnerships to ensure that they 
meet the objectives. If a partnership is not fully performing, the park will 
reinvigorate, restructure, or discontinue the partnership so that resources 
remain directed to successful and valuable joint endeavors. 

102. NH 102 39-
76 

Add a new goal bullet on line 39 with text relocated from sentence on line 76: 
“Where appropriate, convert management roads to trails.” This is a parkwide 
goal, not unique to San Mateo County. 
81-84: Remove Rancho Corral de Tierra from this list. Add it to the parens 
with the Phleger Estate on line 84. 

Wanda  

103. NH/MG/D
B 

103 - 19: Change to “…face of demographic and climate change.” 
25: Add commas after equitable and low-emissions. 
27 Delete “an” 
67: The right term is “Port of San Francisco”. Not Authority. 
75: Delete “waterbourne” 

Wanda 
67: check globally 

 

104. NH/JC 104  1-3: Change “Pursue” to “Expand” in heading and change first sent to: “The 
park would continue to improve capabilities” [pursue too weak and not sure 
why mapping is specifically mentioned]. 
11: Change website to “web-based” 

Wanda  

105. BA 109 64 PART 4: MARIN/SF/SM CO. 
Add swimming to beginning of paren list at Stinson. 

Wanda  

106. DAH 112 21-
24 

Replace 1st sentence with: “General NPS regulations apply to U.S. waters 
within the park’s legislative boundary extending ¼ mile from the mean high 
tide line in Marin County. In addition, a renewable lease through 2058 from 
the California State Lands Commission grants the NPS management authority 
over tidelands and submerged lands within the park boundary in Marin 
County west of the Golden Gate Bridge.” 
This can be simplified since also stated in the Ocean Stewardship section (p. 
94 comments) in the Elements Common to All Action Alts. 

Wanda  

107. AsF 112 93 Change “Fort Mason Post Exchange” to “Fort Mason Officers’ Club.” The 
building has several names historically but is most commonly known as the 
Officers’ Club. It is definitely not the Post Exchange. 

Wanda 
Global check 

 

108. BA 113 28 Add “…Park facilities such as lifeguard offices, picnicking, restrooms…” Wanda  
109. DAH 114 6-11 Nearshore… 

Replace 1st sentence with: “General NPS regulations apply to U.S. waters 
within the park’s legislative boundary extending ¼ mile from the mean high 
tide line in San Francisco County. In addition, a renewable lease through 2058 
from the California State Lands Commission grants the NPS management 
authority over tidelands and submerged lands within the park boundary in 
San Francisco County west of the Golden Gate Bridge.” 
This can be simplified since it is stated in the Ocean Stewardship section (see 
p. 94 comments) in the Elements Common to All. 

Wanda  

110. DAH 116 - 63: Nearshore… 
64-77: Delete the next 2 sentences/remainder of the paragraph. 

Wanda  

111. BA 123 - ALTERNATIVE 1 
50: Stinson Beach: add text explaining that Stinson is the park’s only 
swimming beach with lifeguard service. Revise line 50: “At Stinson Beach, the 
park’s only designated swimming beach with seasonal lifeguards, the setting 
and facilities would be improved to better support recreation, expand the 
creek buffer…” 
63: Add “…would be removed or relocated if it…” 

Wanda  

112. NH 125 - 45-46: Change provide to “encourage development of…” Delete “the Santos 
Meadow…” 
73: Delete “…community’s natural setting.” 

Wanda  

113. BA/NH 126 - 43: Remove quotes from portal 
71: Delete the sentence reading “The park horse patrol…below).” 
92: To clarify, substitute this new paragraph which also revises top of page 

Wanda  
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127. 
“Hike-in camping would be retained at Haypress Meadow, and primitive 
camping for park work groups could be retained in its current location, along 
with the lower restroom. All other structures in lower Tennessee Valley, 
including buildings, paddocks, dams, and constructed ponds, would be 
removed and native habitats restored. The park horse patrol would be 
relocated and other existing programs could be accommodated in other park 
locations.” 

114. BA/NH/JC 127 - 24: Change wilderness-like to “wild” 
54: Change, “…Fort Cronkhite would become function as the visitor portal to 
the Marin Headlands.” 
69: Change beginning of sentence: “A native plant nursery, staff offices, and 
housing for…” 
80: Delete “explicit”. Too extreme. 
96: Replace paragraph after “…described for Fort Cronkhite. The former 
motor pool site would provide for public equestrian programs and the park 
horse patrol, while the balloon hangar would support interim park 
maintenance functions. The park would incorporate essential site 
improvements while preserving historic resources and implementing best 
management practices to protect natural resources. The Fort Barry chapel 
visitor center could be adapted for other uses.” 

Wanda  

115. AsF/NH 128 - 43: Replace end of sentence “…to provide visitors with an immersion that is 
evocative of the military tensions during the Cold War era.” 
59: Add “provide for creek restoration…” 
74: Delete “Safe” 

Wanda  

116. BA 129 - 13: Add note that Point Bonita is under permit from US Coast Guard. Revised 
paragraph: 
“The park would continue to preserve the historic structures and interpret 
the site’s maritime and military history in partnership with the US Coast 
Guard. The coastal environment and sensitive marine habitat would be 
protected.” 
20, 22, 27: Nearshore… 
37: Revise heading to include unique dimension: “Sensitive Resources Zone 
(extending 300 feet around Point Bonita Cove and Bird Rock)”. This is same 
way we describe zones around Alcatraz Island (p. 227) 
91: Add to end of sentence, “…Lands End, in collaboration with other land 
managers.” 

Sarah Done 
 

117. BA 130+ - Please make the SKETCHES larger – at least as large as they were in the 
DGMP. I think they are too small. Do we need to stay within margins or can 
we use the full page like we do for the maps? Can you remove the shadow 
box? Please do same for all sketches. (Pages 135, 142, 231, 261) 

Jim or 
Wanda??? 

 

118. JC/BA 131 93 FOMA, Replace with: “Adjacent structures could continue to house a 
conservation corps program. If the program relocates, the site and structures 
could serve other park or partner needs.” 

Wanda  

119. BA 132 17 Add sentence about lifeguards at China Beach: “The park would also retain 
space for park operational needs, including a support office for lifeguards.” 

Wanda  

120. JC 132 41 Change, “…(Octagon House) and its setting would be rehabilitated and its 
history interpreted. It would provide for park operations, residential, or public 
uses.” 

Wanda  

121. BA 132 68 New sentence on line 68: “Group camping facilities could also be developed.” 
[Group camping at East Fort Miley in addition to West Fort Miley.] 

Wanda  

122. BA 133 - 1 and 10: Start these paragraphs with “The park would…” 
4: Delete “…following the San Francisco Planning and Urban Research 
Association (SPUR) May 2012 Ocean Beach…” [Simplify.] 
42: Move this paragraph (Calif. Coastal Trail) up to line 23. It is part of both 
zones. 
56: Add “Public safety and stewardship activities would be continued.” 

Wanda  

123. BA 134 - 31: Nearshore… 
41: Add heading and text description of Crissy Wildlife Protection Area: 
“Sensitive Resource Zone 
The park would continue to manage the existing Crissy Wildlife Protection 
Area for the protection of waterbirds and other wildlife.” 

Sarah 
#41:Change in alts 1&3 (alt 2 
already identified the zone) 

Done 

124. AsF/JC/NH 136 - 5: Replace State Route 1 with “the ocean beaches.” 
38: Singular alternative 
38: Add “…would work with other land managers to preserve and enhance 
the natural, cultural, and scenic…” 
60: Check the heading format. The phrase after the comma should be in 
parentheses. 
87: Change “The site would transition from its primary use as a commercial 
nursery….” 
95: Add new sentence. “The park would encourage improved east-west 
connectivity between Sweeney Ridge and Mori Point as part of planned 
improvements to State Route 1.” 

Wanda  

125. NH 137 - 1-6: Replace the sentence and treat it as a continuation of the paragraph. “A 
portion of the site could be dedicated to meet park operational needs 
including a satellite facility for maintenance and public safety, native plant 
nursery, and residential uses.” 
57: Change “…be pursued in preparation of the upcoming for the 250th…” 

Wanda 
 
 
Wanda 

 

126. BA/NH 138 - 14: Revise, “…improve accessible connections to the California Coastal Trail, Wanda  
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Devil’s Slide, and adjacent lands. Public access…” 
51: Delete “sites for picnicking” 

 
Wanda 

127. BA 139 - 22: Add, “…resources, if acquired, would be…” 
72: Check heading format. Should not be all caps. Should we have an italicized 
subheading: “(Not Zoned)”? [SFPUC] 

Don 
 
“Not zoned” (DSC agrees.)   

DONE 
(both 
items) 

128. NH 140 - 11: Add: “…see Special Mandates section and appendixes…” 
45: Insert “key NPS responsibility… 
53: Delete “(State Park)” 
95: Nearshore… 

Wanda 
Wanda 
Wanda 
Don (nearshore) 

 
 
Item 4 
DONE  

129. DAH/NH/B
A 

141 - 1: Heading should read, “Fitzgerald Marine Reserve (Not Zoned)” 
8-15: Delete the next 2 sentences/remainder of the paragraph. 
65: Change “…Additional staff…” (Not a significant amount of staff…) 

Don (see # 127) DONE (all 
3 items) 

130. JC 142 - Replace Sweeney Ridge sketch caption: “The trailhead to Sweeney Ridge is 
enhanced as the site transitions uses.” 

Wanda or Jim  

131. BA 151/Map 
7 

- Add a light gray line around the Fitzgerald Marine Reserve on the SM Co. 
zoning map. It is in the park boundary but not managed by NPS. Do same for 
maps 10 and 13. GOGA [BA] to provide markup. 

Jim. 
Was this comment already 
made earlier? Look at AI file 
that Brian sent on 6/14. 

 

132. BA 154 6 ALTERNATIVE 2 
Replace Three tables identify with “The project identifies” 

Wanda  

133. BA 161 31 Check formatting of headers. “Scenic Easement” shouldn’t be caps. 
Should we have an italicized subheading: “(Not Zoned)”? [SFPUC, same as 
139:72] 

Wanda 
Don (see # 127) 

 
Item 2 
DONE 

134. DAH/BA 162 - 18: Nearshore… 
24: Heading should read, “Fitzgerald Marine Reserve (Not Zoned)” 
 
31-39: Delete the next 2 sentences/remainder of the paragraph. 

Don (nearshore, 18) 
Don (see # 127. 24) 
Don (31-39) 

DONE (all 
3 items) 

135. DAH/BA 180  ALTERNATIVE 3 
12: Should we have an italicized subheading: “(Not Zoned)”? [SFPUC, same as 
139:72] [SFPUC, same as 139:72] 
 
74: Nearshore… 
80: Heading should read, “Fitzgerald Marine Reserve (Not Zoned)” 
87-95: Delete the next 2 sentences/remainder of the paragraph. 

Don (see # 127. 24) 
 
Don (nearshore) 
 
Don (see # 127. 24) 
Don 

DONE (all 
4 items) 

136. DAH 197 and 
199 

- TABLES 
Offshore [Nearshore] Ocean and Bay Environment: Change 1000-foot-wide 
buffer to ¼ mile. 

Don (nearshore and ¼ mile 
thing) 

DONE 

137. BA 197 - Marin Headlands/ Alt.1: 
1st bullet: Add “… and stewardship activities and park operational needs.” 
4th bullet: Add to beginning, “Native plant nursery, offices, and some 
housing…” 
5th bullet: Change warming hut to “visitor contact facility” 
6th bullet: Add “…supported in this the Fort Barry motor pool area.” 
Capehart/ Alt. 1: 
Remove from 1st bullet “…sustainable housing and…” This proposal was 
deleted in 2011! Oops. 

Wanda  

138. BA 200 - Delete yellow highlight text on Pedro Point Alt. 1. Nesting birds are related to 
Devil’s Slide. Not here. Not zoned. 

Don DONE 

139. DAH 201 - Offshore [Nearshore] Ocean Environments,  
NO ACTION: Keep only the first sentence of the bullet. Delete the rest. [“The 
Fitzgerald…”]. 
Nearshore, ALTS 1: Add same sentence as in NO ACTION. “Where the park 
boundary coincides…” 

Don (nearshore heading and 
deleting Fitzgerald) 
 
Wanda to make all the 
changes (deletions, 
additions) 

Items 1 
and 2 
DONE 

140. BA 203 - Correct the last bullet for Habitat/ Alts 1 and 3 to be same as in Vol. 2, p. 219: 
• Impacts to waterbirds on Alcatraz Island would be long-term, 

moderate, adverse, and localized to regional; and could result in 
major adverse impacts to western gulls. 

Don DONE 

141. BA 207 - Delete the yellow highlight from text on Alt. 1. Devil’s Slide is not part of 
GMP. There doesn’t seem to be anything in Vol. 2 (p. 290) that would need to 
be deleted. 

Don to doublecheck.  If we 
good, Wanda to implement. 

 

142. BA/DAH 212+ 1+ ALCATRAZ 
1: Check formatting of headings for all ALCA alternatives. ARRIVAL AREA and 
MAIN PRISON AREA should be CAPS, and the text in parentheses below the 
headings looks like Arial, not NPSFrutiger as in other places. [I think this 
causes problems with the TOC – see page I-vix.] 
89: Nearshore… 
92: Change 1000 feet to “¼ mile”. Check map. 

Wanda 
 
 
Don (for the nearshore and 
¼ mile comments) 
 
Also, Don, please check the 
map and assign to Jim as 
needed. 

 
 
 
Items 2 
and 3 
DONE 

143. BA/NH/AsF 225 - 21: Add “replica” buoys 
33: Delete “evaluator” excavations. 

Wanda  

144. BA/AsF 226 69 Replace sentence. Make part of previous paragraph. “With potential 
involvement of partners, the Post Exchange would be stabilized to provide 
visitors with opportunities to explore and understand the building’s layered 
history.” 

Wanda  

145. BA/Asf 227 - 10: Delete “extremely” limited. 
24+: Revised paragraph follows. 
“The Model Industries Building and courtyard would be stabilized to the 

Wanda Wanda Wanda 
Wanda! 
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extent feasible, with only the ground floor used for park operations. 
Measures would be taken inside and outside the building to protect nearby 
sensitive natural resources. The adjacent cliffs would be closed to park 
operations and general visitation to protect the nearby sensitive habitat of 
nesting waterbirds.” Delete sentence relating to vehicular access. 
53: Change “…and interpret the island’s changing cultural and natural 
conditions. evolving cultural and history…” [Not evolving or natural history.] 
72: Delete “warning” buoys 

146. BA 230 Map 
17 

Change the zoning map to show the Model Industries Building in the Park 
Operations zone (purple). GOGA [BA] to provide markup. 

Jim to use markup that BA 
provided on 6/14 

 

147. BA 235-238 - TABLES 
Please correct super wide column for Alternative 2. 
6: The correct reference to the Key Potential Impacts table is 13 (page 202), 
not table 15. Also fix table title (line 7): Key Potential Impacts, not Summary 
Costs. 

Wanda 
Wanda 

 

148. BA 236 - Revise 2nd bullet: “…reflect historic uses; could include modest dorm-like 
accommodations.” 

Wanda  

149. BA 237 - Alt 1, Main Prison Area: Delete last sentence. “Building ruins on the parade 
ground…support wildlife.” It repeats bullet from previous page. 
Alt 3, Main Prison Area: change last word of last bullet from wildlife to 
“natural systems.” [Same words as in Vol. 2.] 
Alt 3, North End of Island: Replace 3rd bullet with this, “The Model Industries 
Building would be stabilized with the first floor used for park operations; 
measures would be employed to protect nearby sensitive natural resources.” 

Wanda  

150. DAH 238 - North End: Add, “…second floor) with a service kitchen.” 
Offshore [Nearshore] Bay Environment:  
No Action Alt – Change “NPS jurisdiction extends 900 feet 1/4 mile from 
shore”. 

Wanda (service kitchen) 
Don (for the Nearshore and 
¼ mile thing) 

 
Items 2 
and 3 
DONE 

151. MM 255 - MUIR WOODS 
5: Change, “This alternative would present the monument as a contemplative 
outdoor museum setting where visitors discover the primeval redwood forest 
and the monument’s place in the early U.S. conservation movement—within 
minutes of San Francisco.” 
44: Delete “In addition, A comprehensive…” 
68: Delete “shuttle intercept facility” 

Wanda  

152. AsF/NH/BA 256 23 25: Delete “simultaneously minimizing” 
37-40: Delete sentence that describes realigning county maintained Muir 
Woods Road at entrance. “Realignment…” 
46-47: Delete “in areas without trailheads”. This is a detail to be worked out. 

Wanda  

153. BA/JC/NH 257 64 Replaces paragraphs lines 57-71: 
“Camino del Canyon would be converted to a trail with access by foot or light 
service vehicle. Some historic structures associated with the bohemian 
community at Druid Heights would be preserved to the extent practicable and 
consistent with limited access. Camp Hillwood could be preserved to the 
extent that this would not compromise natural resource values. If retained, 
use of the main building could be for park operations or limited visitor 
programs and uses consistent with the surrounding natural zone. The 
segment of Conlon Avenue extending from the lift station to the camp could 
be realigned to restore natural processes and conditions for the tributary to 
Redwood Creek.” 
76: Change modest to “small” 
77-78: Change “The park would explore a more sustainable wastewater 
treatment process to eventually replace…” 

Wanda for all. 
 
Note:  editor to check usage 
of “the park.”  (see 
comment 23) 

 

154. BA/NH 258 8 Revise: “…be relocated here to facilities potentially shared…” Add “This action 
would be subject to an agreement with California State Parks.” 

Wanda  

155. BA 261 - Make sketches larger! Wanda/Jim (please ensure 
all sets of sketches are 
larger—i.e., Marin, San Fran, 
San Mateo) 

 

156. BA 274 - TABLES 
Alternative 3, Social and Economic Environment: We disagree with this 
conclusion expressed in the last sentence – adverse impacts due to MUWO 
shuttle. Please delete the entire sentence. [See also Vol. 2, 335:61.] 

Sarah to check on this. Does 
this change anything else in 
the document?   
 
 
 

Done,  
Relates 
to 
comment 
#227 

157. AsF 299 58 Suggest changing “Collection management plan ” to “Collection condition 
surveys” 

Susan to check:  Is this 
found elsewhere in the 
document?  Please give 
Wanda instruction as 
needed. 

DONE, 
was 
found no 
where 
else in 
the doc 

158. AsF 305 75 Capitalize “California State Historic Preservation Office” Editor to check throughout 
document.  (Let Tom know if 
you have questions about 
this one.) 

 

159. AsF 306 39 39: Ditto above, capitalize SHPO Ditto above  
160. AsF 307 21 Replace sentence that begins with patrols: “National register eligible and 

listed properties would be monitored on a regular basis to ensure their 
preservation.” 

Wanda.    
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161. BA 312 - INDEX 
Please review. I noticed several omissions like: 
Alcatraz Island 
Management Zones 
Muir Woods 
Special Mandates 

Susan to generate the index 
list and coordinate with BA 
and Wanda.  

 

VOLUME II 
 

162. SP 4 - PART 9 – AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
Move “Retained” down. (Same format as other impact topics.) 

Wanda (for moving 
“Retained” down0 

 

163. SP 8 - 2nd column, 3rd line (Farmlands): delete “future” 
6th line: Revise as follows, “…prime soils. and is scheduled…Once 
acquired…The National Park Service intends to… 

Wanda  

164. BA 11 - Public Health & Safety: Please check to see if we were going to change this 
based on public comment. My notes say something about referencing 
Management Policy. 
 
Delete “regulations” in 3rd column. 

Sarah to look up the 
comment response in 
matrix.  Were we going to 
make a document change or 
have we?  Please record 
answer for Brian.   
 
 

Done,  
No 
documen
t change 
was 
listed for 
this 
concern 
statemen
t: 36589 
Commen
t ID: 
252234. 

165. SP 14 - Column 1, Correct title: “NPS Operational Facilities [?] Sarah to doublecheck.   Done 
166. BA 15 70 Change unique to “iconic”. Whole park is unique. Wanda  
167. SP 17 52 Correct – “…partners, or concessioners such as Alcatraz Cruises, LLC, that 

operates…” Not Hornblower. 
Wanda  

168. SP 23 87 Spelling is …Recreation Area. Wanda  
169. SP 31 54 Marin Headlands, not Highlands. Wanda.  Please check 

“Marin Highlands” 
throughout and replace w/ 
“Marin Headlands” if 
needed. 

 

170. BA 50 62 Delete “In addition to colonial waterbirds at Alcatraz…” I kinda like “colonial 
waterbirds.”  I picture them 
wearing wigs and pointy 
hats. 
 
Nevertheless, Wanda to 
implement.  

 

171. SP 83 77 Fix typo: …in U.S. history… Wanda.  Check use of U.S.  
or US 

 

172. SP 94 73 Alcatraz Island has great significance… Wanda  
173. SP 97 20 Delete second “park” Wanda  
174. SP 98 57 As above, delete second “park” Wanda  
175. SP 101 2 Add space: Between 1934… Wanda (if needed)  
176. SP 103 91 Fix spelling of Cronkhite Wanda.  Please search for 

misspelling throughout (I’m 
guessing it erroneously says 
Cronkite?) 

 

177. BA 105 - Figure 4: Change them to “the” in asterisked note below graph. Wanda  
178. BA/SP 110 29 Use the term “visitors of all abilities.” Wanda  
179. BA 137 - 75: Change spaces to “vehicles” 

82: Change up to a mile to “more than a mile” 
84: Delete “or in the road to the trail that leads to the entrance.” 

Wanda  

180. BA/SP 138  29: Substitute 2009 for “currently” since we cite figures that were collected in 
a study. 
33: remove stray paren 
48: pluralize visitors 

Wanda  

181. BA 139 67 Capitalize Public. Wanda (if correct)  
182. SP 141 - Use same title of Marin Headlands plan on lines 13 and 96. Wanda  
183. BA 147-161 - Maps 6-13. Two corrections are needed on each map legend to respond to 

public comments. I think you can do this fairly easily. 
1) Change “GOGA Trails” to “Park Trails” 
2) Change “GGNRA GMP Area” to only “GGNRA” 

Jim.  (even thought we 
didn’t make these maps, 
let’s just do it.  Please ask 
Tom if you have questions.) 

 

184. BA 173 - PART 10 – ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
Change the photo. This is at least 10 years old. Since it was taken we have 
widened the road and removed ALL the trees from the hilltop. GOGA [BA] will 
provide new photo: Southern coast from Funston 

Park to provide for Jim.  On 
6/14 Brian sent a PDF of this 
image (w/ a note saying 
“Part 10”) but he needs to 
follow up with the high-res 
image file.  

 

185. SP 176 23 Correct reference is to Part 11, not 10 Wanda  
186. BA 181 33 Add period at end of sentence. Wanda  
187. SP 183 39 Capitalize “California State Historic Preservation Office” Wanda (see comments 158-

159 above) 
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188. SP 184 35 Add space between “section 106” Wanda  
189. BA/AsF 185 89 Please consult the park about changes Lee Terzis is developing in response to 

DSC QA/QC comments about Ethnographic Resources. 
Lee to keep park in the loop.  
Lee to provide to Wanda 
(Wanda, there will be lots of 
new text for Cultural 
Resources). 

 

190. SP 191 - Fix heading: COMMON TO ALL ACTION ALTERNATIVES… 
Also requires fixing the section header. 
41: change to agreements (plural) 

Wanda.  This would also 
require changing the TOC 
(automatic, right?). 
   
(Note:  DSC doublechecked 
that the first suggestion is 
correct—i.e., yes, it should 
read, “Common to All Action 
Alternatives.”   

 

191. BA 192 - 36: Correct spelling – Master Plan. 
62: Replace sentence – “Careful design of the new Marin Headlands central 
maintenance facility would seek to minimize the number of Capehart units 
removed and minimally affect the scale and visual relationships among 
existing landscape features and circulation patterns. In addition…” 
[Lee Terzis needs to review this ‘hopeful’ statement.] 
85: Delete – “…and Bolinas Lagoon) would…” 

Wanda  

192. SP 194 28 Bold format Analysis Wanda  
193. SP 198 - Correct actions to elements on lines 28 and 77. 

Make action singular, lines 29 and 77 
Wanda for both (I think they 
want it to be “elements 
common to all…” rather 
than “actions common to 
all…” throughout.)  Let Tom 
know if you have questions 

 

194. BA 203 28 Remove space – 1% Wanda?  
195. BA 204 25 Are our percentages incorrect since we are no longer zoning the SFPUC 

watershed? If so, change sentence: “The majority of park lands would be 
managed as natural zones. 
(Similar text changes follow.) 

Sarah to check on this.  Ask 
Tom if you have questions 
about size of the SFPUC 
lands ‘cuz I know that.  But 
this may just require a quick 
look at our maps. 
Sarah to let Wanda know if 
a change is needed. 

Wanda – 
please 
make 
this 
change.  

196. BA 205 35 Change the sentence: “The large majority of park lands would be managed as 
natural and sensitive resource zones.” 

Sarah, please see comment 
195.  Does this hold?  Let 
Wanda know if to make the 
change. 

Wanda – 
please 
make 
this 
change. 

197. BA 206 18 Change the sentence: “The majority of park lands would be managed as 
natural zones.” 

Sarah, please see comment 
195.  Does this hold?  Let 
Wanda know if to make the 
change. 

Wanda – 
please 
make 
this 
change. 

198. BA 207 90 Change the sentence: “The majority of park lands would be managed as 
natural zones. 

Sarah, please see comment 
195.  Does this hold?  Let 
Wanda know if to make the 
change. 

Wanda – 
please 
make 
this 
change. 

199. SP 208 - 27: Fix – included (tense) 
42: Fix – Rancho 

Wanda  

200. BA 209 51 Change the sentence: “The large majority of park lands would be managed as 
natural and sensitive resource zones.” 

Sarah, please see comment 
195.  Does this hold?  Let 
Wanda know if to make the 
change. 

Wanda – 
please 
make 
this 
change. 

201. BA 210 91 Change the sentence: “The majority of park lands would be managed as 
natural zones.” 

Sarah, please see comment 
195.  Does this hold?  Let 
Wanda know if to make the 
change. 

Wanda – 
please 
make 
this 
change. 

202. BA 213 - 42: Bold format Analysis 
45: Change the sentence: “The majority of park lands would be managed as 
natural zones.”  

Wanda (line 42) 
 
(line 45) Sarah, please see 
comment 195.  Does this 
hold?  Let Wanda know if to 
make the change. 

Wanda – 
please 
make 
this 
change. 

203. BA 215 83 Change the sentence: “The large majority of park lands would be managed as 
natural and sensitive resource zones.” 

Sarah/Wanda Wanda – 
please 
make 
this 
change. 

204. BA 217 80 Change the sentence: “The majority of park lands would be managed as 
natural zones.” 

Sarah/Wanda Wanda – 
please 
make 
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this 
change. 

205. BA 218 - 72: Use the correct words in parentheses – “(dorm-like accommodations and 
a service kitchen) and potential…” [No food service. Lacked dorm-like.] 
91: Correct word is preservation. There is no restoration in this alt. 
93: Change restoration to “rehabilitation” 

Wanda 
 
Lee to doublecheck.  This is 
good, right? 

 

206. SP 227 68 Fix: San Mateo Wanda  
207. BA 235 1 Please start major new sections on a new page. They are very hard to find 

without a new header or flipping to the TOC. 
Some sections are ALL CAPS. Others are not. (See Visitor Use and Experience 
on p. 267.) This may affect formatting of the TOC. Would also help reader find 
sections. 
Headings look correct in Muir Woods consequences sections. 

Wanda  

208. BA 237 24 Remove stray hyphen – environ-ment Wanda  
209. BA/SP 239 21 Add “(NPS Preferred Alternative for…)” Wanda  
210. SP 240 2 Why is title italicized? Wanda  
211. SP 242 4 Delete “on” Wanda  
212. SP 251 - 18: make alternatives plural 

92: Remove (draft). Also 252:25. 
Wanda (note change to 
page 252 too) 

 

213. BA 254 - 19: Delete – “…closed to visitors and park uses to protect…” 
55: Change period to comma 

Wanda  

214. SP 255 95 Capitalize The… Wanda  
215. SP 258 42 Add “(NPS Preferred Alternative for…)” Wanda  
216. BA/AsF 262 - Please consult the park about changes Lee Terzis is developing in response to 

DSC QA/QC comments about Ethnographic Resources. 
Lee to keep park in the loop.  
Lee to provide to Wanda 
(Wanda, there will be lots of 
new text for Cultural 
Resources) 

 

217. BA 267 20 Capitalize major title: VISITOR USE AND EXPERIENCE. Can this be at top of 
new page? 

Wanda  

218. BA 277 6 Capitalize major title: SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT. Can this be at 
top of new page? 

Wanda  

219. BA 285 102 Change this flawed analysis. “…use the area. It is reasonable to expect that 
boat operators will continue to circle Alcatraz Island as part of the bay cruise, 
staying father away from the shore. This impact will be long-term, negligible, 
and adverse to the local gateway.” [We didn’t see any related areas to 
change.] 

Someone (probably Don, 
but maybe Sarah or Susan if 
they have time) to please 
give this a look.  Does this 
change ripple anywhere 
else? 
 

DONE 

220. BA 286 46 Capitalize major title: TRANSPORTATION. Can this be at top of new page? Wanda  
221. BA 294 - 39: Change “rubble that would be removed” to “ruins of demolished 

buildings” 
78: Capitalize major title: PARK MANAGEMENT, OPERATIONS, AND FACIITIES. 
Can this be at top of new page? 

Wanda  

222. BA 300 - Review headings in the MW consequences section. Use of caps is 
inconsistent. 
More importantly, please delete the subheadings for Alternative 1 “(NPS 
Preferred Alternative for Park Sites in Marin, San Francisco, and San Mateo 
Counties)” They are confusing to a reader trying to understand the Muir 
Woods preferred alternative. 
These are on pages: 300, 303, 306, 309, 313, (correctly omitted on p. 319), 
323, 325, 327, 331, 339, and 345. 

Wanda.  Let Tom know if 
you have questions. 

 

223. SP 304 44 Check the format of parens in this and other MW headers. Not everything is 
bold. 

Wanda  

224. SP 320 11 Capitalize The Wanda  
225. SP 321 18 Capitalize The Wanda  
226. BA 329-30 - Replace paragraph from line 95 to line 5 on next page: 

“Within the monument, visitor access would be improved and congestion 
reduced through the redesigned arrival area and greater dispersion on 
thematic trails. Camp Hillwood would be used for park operations or more 
limited visitor programs and thereby restrict the existing limited opportunity 
for group overnights.” 

Wanda.    

227. BA 335 - 49: Delete the paragraph (lines 49-59). A new welcome center is not part of 
Alternative 3 at Muir Woods. 
61-84: Alternative 3, Social and Economic Environment: We disagree with this 
conclusion expressed in this paragraph. Please delete the entire paragraph. In 
running the MW shuttle for 7 years, there’s no evidence that it has had an 
adverse impact on economies of surrounding communities. Impacts have 
generally been beneficial as most visitors that take the shuttle still patronize 
local establishments before and after their visit to MW. Note that there are 
very few businesses between the shuttle lot and Muir Woods. 

Sarah, please give Wanda 
clear instructions on this—
what to change and where 
(pages, lines). You recorded 
our discussion below. 
 
Make this or relevant 
change for each alternative. 
3 spots in the text, and 3 
spots in table, 3 conclusions, 
also check cumulative 
analysis. 

Done,  
Relates 
to 
comment 
#156 

228. SP/BA 336 - 40-45: Delete this sentence. Some of these are internal and unfinished. We 
don’t want to invite review. 

Wanda  

229. BA 337 38 Change: “…Mia Monroe, NPS, 2009).” Incorrect position title. Lacked date. Wanda  
230. BA 347 49 “Additional rangers would also assist in parking and shuttle management. [No 

“station.”] 
Wanda  
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231. BA 357 - PART 11 – OTHER ANALYSES… 
This section is titled historic structures. Replace buildings with “structures” on 
lines 80, 94, and 97. 
94: Add “…architectural and engineering values… 

Wanda  

232. BA 359 44 Replace sentence: “These actions in combination with other plans and 
projects may result in a small number of visitors seeking other locations, such 
as state and local parks, for specific recreational activities, potentially having 
adverse impacts on visitor use and experience, and beneficial and/or adverse 
impacts on other parks.” 

Wanda  

233. BA 376 78 Correct to “Historic Structures” Wanda  
234. BA 387 - PART 12 – CONSULTATION… 

5: “draft general management plan…” Has this section been updated? 
Footer says Volume III/3. Make Vol II. 

Wanda – Update footer to 
be Volume II.  Change line 5 
to elimate “draft”. 
 
Don, please check this (since 
it may relate to the 
Draft/Final/ROD stuff we 
discussed w/ Alan’s 
comments).   

 

235. BA 390 - Let’s hope we can complete this soon! Also p. 392. Make changes when get 
FWS letter. 

 

236. NH 448 55 Pluralize concerns Wanda  
237. BA 482 15 APPENDIXES 

Move Point Reyes GMP under next heading (Other Park Areas), line 30. 
Wanda  

238. BA 486 88 Change re Devil’s Slide: “…Park Service. At this time. Acquisition and 
Management of this site has not been determined but has been integrated…” 

Wanda  

239. BA 519 - Confirm what we are holding space for: 
Floodplain SOF? 
NHPA Programmatic Agreement? 
USFWS letter? 
NMFS letter? 

Wanda – Please copy/paste 
cover letter and pages 17-18 
(3 pages) of NOAA letter 
dated Nov. 10, 2011 
(currently further back in 
APPENDIX H (Coordination 
agency letters) into 
APPENDIX G (Consultation) 
under NOAA placeholder. 
These pieces of the NOAA 
letter (from National Marine 
Fisheries Service) relate to 
ESA Section 7 consultation. 
[NOAA merged to separate 
letters… one NMFS ESA-
related, and one 
coordination related into 
one letter] 
 
Wanda – Please create 
Appendix for inserting 
Floodplain Statement of 
Findings document 
(separate). Also amend 
Table of Contents 
accordingly.  Don and Ray 
will provide final draft of 
SOF doc in upcoming days 
(your  5/23 edited version) 
 
Park still hasn’t received a 
letter from FWS. Action: 
Don, BA, and Darren Fong to 
talk.  Consultation section 
has been updated to reflect 
recent efforts.  If 
correspondence from NMFS 
and USFWS is received in 
upcoming weeks, this 
section will be updated prior 
to printing and public 
release and letters will be 
attached.  If no responses 
are received, NPS will attach 
letters to FGMP/EIS docs 
sent to both agencies.  
Letters will reiterate 
consultation requests and 
indicate that NPS considers 
no response as an indicator 
of concurrence with NPS 
determinations of effect and 
NPS’s intent to consult with 
agencies for future 
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implementation/action 
plans. 

240. BA 681 - Update publication month…eventually.   
241. - - - Note to GOGA: this does not include revisions to CR sections being prepared 

by Lee Terzis. 
-Tom to  check with Lee  

 
END OF COMMENTS 

 

 

 
 

Pacific West Regional Comments on the Team Final GMP:  Received 6/19/2013 
# Reviewer Page # Line # PWR Comment DSC Response/Notes Done? 
242 Martha 

Crusius 
  Tom, 

The comments I have received are cut & pasted below.  Basic sentiment 
is that they're fine with what you briefed in January, and have no more 
comments.  Let's finalize this one and wrap it up! 
- Martha 

No change needed.  

243 Debbie 
Campbell 

  “At this point, all of my comments had been addressed." No change needed.  

244 Dave Kruse   I actually did review (a skim) and had no comments No change needed.  
245 Ray Murray   "Limited time and I know GOGA is in good hands." No change needed.  
246 Chip 

Jenkins 
  "I am good, thanks" No change needed.  

247 Martha Lee   Martha Lee hasn't been able to review but is trusting the judgment of all the 
others. 
 

No change needed.  

248 Alan 
Schmierer 

Vol.1 
opps in 
Abstract 
(top of 
second 
page, line 
1) 

1 delete "Draft" qualifier. Wanda  

249 Alan 
Schmierer 

p.10 future 
planning 

suggest we insert the Vista Grande Drainage Improvement Project (see briefing 
attached). if so, add discussion at pp.35-41 also. 

Tom to obtain attachment 
from Martha/Alan.  Don to 
review and consider. 
Tom – need to discuss. 

DONE. 
BUT…Awaiting  
GOGA 
decision on 
inclusion of 
this project in 
GMP/EIS 
  

250 Alan 
Schmierer 

p.27 Fig.1 - check sequencing; within a couple adjoining pages, did not note any text 
discussing what is presented.  alternative might be insert after p.9 which 
mentions the lands depicted. 

Jim.  Ask questions if 
needed. 

 

251 Alan 
Schmierer 

35-41  suggest we insert the Vista Grande Drainage Improvement Project (see briefing 
attached). if so, add discussion at pp.35-41 also. (see note for p. 10) 

Don.  See above.  Which 
subsection on pp 35-41?  
Implementation Plans?  
Plans in process of being 
developed?   This project 
(not plan) doesn’t fit 
cleanly into these lists.   

Awaiting  
GOGA 
decision on 
inclusion of 
this project in 
GMP/EIS 

252 Alan 
Schmierer 

p.43 lines 51-
55 

good update Re: DNI No change needed.  

253 Alan 
Schmierer 

Vol.2 
 

 wish we still did GMPs that included project analysis, so that upon signing a 
ROD we could go forth and do some work on the ground 

No change needed.  

254 Alan 
Schmierer 

Vol.2 
p.175 

  the disclaimer at bottom of left column is very important. No change needed, but 
Don, please take a look at 
this in relation to following 
comments. 

No change 
needed 

255 Alan 
Schmierer 

Vol. 1 
Abstract?  
Page 2 

7-8 . Relative to this disclaimer (comment above), but considering this is "just" an 
EIS public info phase, not the decision phase, suggest edit on p.2 of Abstract 
lines 7-8, such as "...all of the actions in the selected alt expected to be 
recommended for approval in the final plan will require more..." 
[text to delete substitute] 
 

Don to consider the 
suggestion and address as 
needed.  (Check with Paul 
as needed).  Also, would 
this require any other 
similar tweaks to other 
text?  Let’s make sure we 
are consistent.   

DONE 

256 Alan 
Schmierer 

Vol. 2 
394-449 

 i did read through the comment-response summary (pp.394-449) as well as 
App.H and did not see any red flags waving.   

Don to re-write all 
comment responses.  No 
change needed.   

 

257 Alan 
Schmierer 

Vol. 2 p. 
390 

 At p.390 we need to insert updated info for USFWS. 
 

Comment noted.  Don to 
keep on top of this.  (also 
see p. 392, Don)  
 
Section 7 ESA consultation 
status has been updated. 
However, we are still 
awaiting official 
correspondence from both 
USFWS and NMFS.  The 

DONE   
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FGMP/EIS mailing to both 
agencies will be 
accompanied with a cover 
letter that further clarifies 
our request and intention 
to consult on future 
implementation 
plans/actions identified in 
the FGMP. 

258 Alan 
Schmierer 

  other notes 
filing official printed document with EPA will be different than what we did with 
the DEIS.  basically whoever will be preparing the electronic version for posting 
on PEPC will need to also do the electronic EPA filing - they no longer accept 
printed documents for filing, but they do expect printed documents get 
distributed to the public.  we've now done the new process with YOSE (both 
river plans), HAVO (pig EIS), and LAKE (DCP\deis for CC and KL), was pretty 
smooth.  i'll send followup note to Brian Aviles and Tom Gibney. 

Comment noted.  Tom and 
Don to strategize soon. 

 

259 Alan 
Schmierer 

  other notes 
what is the target timeframe for official release of the FEIS for public 
inspection\starting the no-action period?  i recently began drafting NOA but got 
interrupted so will resume and have draft asap.  FYI on May 30 IMR had an NOA 
for Final EIS published, which was signed by the RD back on Dec.20 (a mere 5 
1\2 mos hiatus).  

Tom to circle back with 
Alan with dates. 

 

260       
261       
262       
263       
264       
265       
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